Thank you for submitting your manuscript for consideration by The EMBO Journal. Let me first of all apologise for the delay in getting back to you with a decision. This was caused by the limited availability of suitable referees during the ongoing summer holiday period.
Your manuscript has now finally been seen by three referees whose comments are shown below. As you will see referees 1 and 2 are positive about the manuscript and would support publication here after appropriate revision. Referee 3 is more critical and feels that the manuscript may be better suited to publication in a more specialised journal. On balance and given the clear positive vote by the majority of the referees I have come to the conclusion that we should be happy to consider a revised manuscript in which you need to address the issues raised by the referees in an adequate manner. I should remind you that it is EMBO Journal policy to allow a single round of revision only and that, therefore, acceptance of the manuscript will depend on the completeness of your responses included in the next, final version of the manuscript.
When preparing your letter of response to the referees' comments, please bear in mind that this will form part of the Peer Review Process File, and will therefore be available online to the community. For more details on our Transparent Editorial Process initiative, please visit our website: http://www.nature.com/emboj/about/process.html Thank you for the opportunity to consider your work for publication. I look forward to your revision.
Yours sincerely, Editor
The EMBO Journal
Referee #1 (Remarks to the Author):
This manuscript describes a re-analysis of some of the kinetic parameters of tRNA selection, attempting to reconcile discrepancies in the literature between the Rodnina and Ehrenberg groups. Overall the manuscript presents some very useful data that resolve most of the lingering controversies and should allow the field to move forward in a unified manner. In addition, the manuscript presents some interesting new data that directly demonstrate where competition by nearcognate tRNAs has an impact during tRNA selection (on GTPase activation, but not accommodation), thus resolving an important question in the field. The manuscript was clearly written though I have some recommendations to improve the clarity and to minimize certain details. Once the various issues are addressed, I support publication of this manuscript in EMBO.
Specific points 1. I found some of the references in the introduction to be surprising choices and would recommend that the authors be certain of these selections (for example, citing Sergiev et al. for error frequency measurements and two single molecule citations, Blanchard and Marshall, in reference to "reading the A-site codon ...").
2. Repeated references to the "extremely" (p 4, bottom) or "dramatically" (p 7, bottom) different Km measurements by Ehrenberg for the near-cognate tRNA seem overstated -the differences are about 10-fold, which might be better referred to as "substantially" or "quite".
3. There remains some question as to whether accommodation is generally rate limiting for PT or not for the whole set of aa-tRNAs (indeed the authors acknowledge that the situation might be different for Pro-tRNAPro on the top of p 7) -I would recommend that the authors make a softer claim at the top of p 4 where they quite generally claim that accommodation is rate limiting for PT 4. Figure 3 did not seem necessary -all values were adequately discussed in the text and the points were clearly made. As a bar graph, it seems somewhat confusing to have both measured and calculated values being compared -especially when one needs to read the legend carefully to figure things out. Another option might be to say Ecalc, rather than E1, for example.
5. Bottom p 8 -why is there only one value for P (= 0.03) when there should be a P value for both the different buffers. This was confusing.
6. The analysis of the discrepancy between the Ehrenberg and Rodnina groups is very clearly resolved and this is important information to be disseminated. That said, once it is made clear that the PEP and NTPs are chelating some of the Mg preferentially from the near cognate samples, the problem becomes immediately clear. I suspect that panels A-C of Figure 4 could be seen as overkill in establishing this point, since the most interesting information is found in the titration in Figure  4D . Also, it would be useful to the reader if the authors help them through the calculations that determine what will be the final concentration of Mg in the assays that the Ehrenberg group used, given the chelation (starting at 5 mM Mg, subtract 2 mM for the GTP and ATP, and then half of the remaining Mg when PEP is at the Kd of 10 mM). I found myself doing these calculations as I read, and I think it would be more straightforward to show these calculations in a clear way (perhaps a table??). 7. p 13, "If the ribosomes were designed in the way ..." should be changed to "If ribosomes function in the way proposed ..." -the term "design" has undesired connotations ("intelligent design") in this context. 8. p 14/15 -discussion of the relative contributions of thermodynamic and kinetic discrimination would be clearer with a few changes: p14, sentence 4 -"Although excess near-and non-cognate ..." change to "Although excess near-and non-cognate ternary complexes reduce the rate of GTP hydrolysis in the cognate ternary complex, the overall faster rates of GTP hydrolysis relative to peptide bond formation buffer the inhibitory effects ..." p14, near middle -"This suggests ... is oversimplified and does not provide reliable predictions. ..." Could be softened to "This suggests that the predicted 7-fold decrease in the rate of dipeptide formation due to competition (Lovmar and Ehrenberg, 2006) will not be observed. Instead, in a model where there is competition between ternary complexes at the codon recognition step, but not after GTP hydrolysis, ..."
Referee #2 (Remarks to the Author):
The decoding process in translation involves a selection step during which aminoacyl-tRNA (aatRNA) is delivered by EF-Tu-GTP to the A-site of the bacterial ribosome and accepted or rejected, an irreversible GTP hydrolysis step after which EF-Tu-GDP is released, and a proof-reading step during which the acceptor stem of cognate aa-tRNA is either 'accommodated' in the ribosome's peptidyltransferase center or, in the case of near-cognate aa-tRNAs, preferentially released. There is a trade-off between the rate of this process and its accuracy, and it has generally been accepted that in order to permit rapid translation, the ribosome does not use its full inherent capacity for discrimination between cognate and near-cognate aa-tRNAs. However, Ehrenberg and colleagues recently reported a much lower mis-sense error rate in vitro than previously observed, coupled with an extremely high Km for near-cognate aa-tRNA, and a rate constant for peptidyl transfer that is not limited by the preceding accommodation step (Johanssen et al., 2008) . Confirmation of these observations would necessitate significant revision of important aspects of current models for the translation process. Wohlgemuth et al. have accordingly undertaken thorough kinetic analyses to reexamine details of the speed and accuracy of the decoding process.
They report that the rate constants and Km's for dipeptide formation at different temperatures and in different buffers are compatible with previous reports from various groups. However, in contrast to (Johanssen et al., 2008) but consistent with other reports (Pape et al., 1998 (Pape et al., , 1999 , Wohlgemuth et al. report that the accommodation step for Phe-tRNA(Phe) is rate-limiting for peptide bond formation, and that the error frequency in vitro is 3 x 10 -3 which is consistent with previous reports in vitro (e.g. Gromadski et al., 2006) and in vivo, but is four orders of magnitude greater than reported by Johanssen et al. These discrepancies are not due to differences in the activities of translational components, but the low error frequency reported by Johanssen et al. appears to be due to the low level of free Mg 2+ in their 'polymix' buffer (due to uncompensated chelation of Mg 2+ by NTPs and phospoenolpyruvate) which selectively impairs translation reactions involving nearcognate substrates. Wohlgemuth et al. also report that the efficiency of the proofreading stage is ensured by a much greater rate of accommodation for cognate than for near-cognate tRNAs, coupled with a rapid rate of rejection of the latter.
The similarity in Km values for cognate and near-cognate ternary complexes described here and elsewhere (Gromadksi and Rodnina, 2004a) indicates that the ribosome does not utilize its inherent potential for substrate selection at the binding stage, in favor of ensuring speed of polypeptide synthesis. These data raise the question of how ribosomes escape inhibition in vivo by the presence of an excess of near-cognate ternary complexes. Wohlgemuth et al. report that the rate of GTP hydrolysis in cognate ternary complexes incubated with programmed ribosomes is significantly reduced by addition of an excess of competing noncognate complexes whereas the rate of subsequent peptide bond formation is unaffected. These results lead to the conclusion that the high rate of GTP hydrolysis in cognate complexes ensures rapid polypeptide synthesis (at the expense of fidelity) and also precludes a reduction in this rate by the presence of competing near-cognate ternary complexes.
In summary, in this very clearly presented manuscript, Wohlgemuth et al. describe data that provide new insights into the decoding process and that support and extend the kinetic discrimination model for selection of cognate aa-tRNAs by the ribosome that was previously proposed by Rodnina, Wintermeyer and colleagues.
MINOR COMMENTS
There are a few typographical and other errors that should be corrected The kinetics of the decoding step of translation is important for understanding how the ribosome can achieve optimal speed and accuracy. In principle the mechanism is well established. However, the Ehrenberg lab published recently some surprising data and reported a missense error rate that is about four orders of magnitude lower than previously established data. In the present paper Wohlgemuth and colleagues have carefully re-analysed the kinetics of peptid bond formation in two different buffer systems and have made considerable effort to reproduce the recent data from the Ehrenberg lab. Wohlgemuth and colleagues present convincing evidence that the unusually low missense error rate reported by the Ehrenberg lab was obtained due to an experimental mistake. Moreover, Wohlgemuth and colleagues show that an excess of non-and near-cognate ternary complexes reduces the rate of cognate GTPase but not of cognate peptide bond formation. The present paper is well written and the results are important as they clarify a recently introduced controversy. However, as the paper does not appear to present a sufficiently significant conceptual advance in our understanding of ribosomal decoding it may be better suited for a more specialised journal. Referee #1 (Remarks to the Author): We would prefer to keep Figure 3 , because visual information is usually more convincing than numbers, it is easier to compare data, and the standard deviation is indicated. Many people would not consider numbers in the text (without a Figure) as data. E1 was changed to Ecalc, as suggested.
Bottom p 8 -why is there only one value for P (= 0.03) when there should be a P value for both the different buffers. This was confusing.
Clarification added (P is 0.03 in both buffers), p. 8. Figure 4 could be seen as overkill in establishing this point, since the most interesting information is found in the titration in Figure  4D . -chelating properties of PEP. In A, we show that the results of Ehrenberg can be reproduced with the concentrations of NTPs and PEP used in that paper, but it is not clear yet which component is responsible for the effect. In B, we show that the effect is due to PEP and that the effect can be remedied by Mg 2+ addition. Also the shape of the time courses showing differences in endpoints is crucial. We think it is important to keep Figures 4A, B , and D as is to provide convincing evidence for a critical reader. Figure 4C was meant to further support the Mg 2+ effect, but it is not as essential as the other figures and -following the suggestion of the reviewer -we removed it and revised the text on p. 10 accordingly.
The analysis of the discrepancy between the Ehrenberg and Rodnina groups is very clearly resolved and this is important information to be disseminated. That said, once it is made clear that the PEP and NTPs are chelating some of the Mg preferentially from the near cognate samples, the problem becomes immediately clear. I suspect that panels A-C of

Also, it would be useful to the reader if the authors help them through the calculations that determine what will be the final concentration of Mg in the assays that the Ehrenberg group used, given the chelation (starting at 5 mM Mg, subtract 2 mM for the GTP and ATP, and then half of the remaining Mg when PEP is at the Kd of 10 mM). I found myself doing these calculations as I read, and I think it would be more straightforward to show these calculations in a clear way (perhaps a table??).
We added a sentence on p. 10 to explain the calculation of free Mg
2+
. A table with the values would be overdone, because there are only two conditions (with 1 mM ATP / 1 mM /GTP / 10 mM PEP or the double concentrations), and because the free Mg 2+ concentration is only an estimation (this consideration is now also added on p. 10). The main point that we want to make is that high concentrations of PEP chelate Mg 2+ and from a certain point on this affects decoding by nearcognate and cognate ternary complexes differently, which leads to apparently low error rates. Referee 3 had no specific objections. As to the general criticism of limited conceptual advance, we would like to stress that the clarification of the "recently introduced controversy" is absolutely crucial, as it has far-reaching consequences for understanding bacterial fitness, modeling of gene expression by systems biology approaches, modeling response to environmental stress, cross-talk between translation and transcription, and understanding the quality control mechanisms of gene expression. Conceptually, we show for the first time that the GTP hydrolysis step is crucial for the optimization of both the speed and accuracy, which explains the necessity for the trade-off between the two fundamental parameters of translation. This, we feel, confers sufficient experimental and conceptual importance to be published in EMBO J.
